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Foreword

The Power Summit 2016 was organized to highlight every facet of the 100,00 MW plan and to find
out a way to consolidate ten years plans in a way
that it becomes a guiding document and a monitoring tool for Nepalese to refer to until we reach
our achievement which is energy security and developing 10,000 MW in 10 years .The summit has
very successfully come to a close with clear recommendations and firm commitments from the Government of Nepal, Policy makers, bilateral organizations developers and expert to achieve 10,000
MW in ten years.
On behalf of the organizer, I am grateful to the Rt.
Honorable Prime Minister Mr. Pushpa Kamal Dahal
( Prachanda) for gracing the inaugural session of
the summit. I also express my sincere appreciation
to the Ministry of Energy for providing patronage
to the summit. I would also like to thank all thediplomats, government officials, international agencies, developers, sector experts and our support
partners for their valuable contribution in making
this event successful.

Shailendra Guragain
President, IPPAN

We all know that success of this two-day meticulous event will be judged by its efficacy of conduction, by an extra megawatt added in the system. We
know that, no one is happy with the fact that only
875 MW is currently in the system and that there are
still power cuts in various regions of Nepal.
We believe that, the 99 points’ program approved
by the cabinet on February 18, 2016 covers very
important issues of hydropower development. It

covers issues such as regulatory reform, institutional strengthening, tariff determination for storage
projects and peaking projects, a new load demand
forecast developing mechanism for foreign currency based PPA and promotion of foreign direct
investment in hydropower. IPPAN has prepared a
laundry list for implementation of all these points
in order to achieve a target for developing 10,000
MW in 10 years.
Since 2001, Independent Power Producers’ Association, Nepal (IPPAN) has championed the cause for
power sector development in Nepal through private sector. Through workshops, discussion forum,
Power Summit, trainings, seminars and advocacy
efforts it has helped the government, individuals
and the private sector to better comprehend the
challenges and opportunities in the sector.
I feel that Power Summit 2016 has been strong on
substance rather than rhetoric and has helped to
raise the confidence level of the independent power producers as well as the government.
Let us not waste any more time to achieve our target of 10,000 MW in ten years.

Shailendra Guragain
President, IPPAN

Message

Government of Nepal is intent on graduating the
country from its current least developed country
(LDC) status to a developing nation by 2022. This
requires a higher economic growth, for which hydropower must be the main agenda. Nepal has
long-recognized hydropower as an important sector to achieving both economic growth and energy security. However, only a fraction of it has been
tapped since it commissioned its first power plant
over one hundred year. Now there is a growing
commitment from government, private sector, development partners, and political parties, to develop hydropower projects.
In the same line, in February 2016, government of
Nepal made public its vision to develop 10,000 MW
in 10 years and declared a comprehensive set of action plan. While such an initiative is not the first of
its kind, and despite the inherent challenges, many
are hopeful that this time Nepal will move.

Khadga B. Bisht
Immediate Past President, IPPAN

IPPAN as a strong institution of private sector hydropower developer, took the flag of the government’s declaration and organized a highly acclaimed international level Power Summit 2016 on
December 15-16 in Kathmandu.

The book “Walking with the Ten Thousand Megawatts in Ten Years” rather than a traditional proceeding, is chronicles that will remind the stakeholders in power generation what was said by the
government, what are action plans and what are
commitment made. This is the compendium of the
promises made for the prosperity of this nation.
I am delighted to have lead the Power Summit
2016 as the President of the Independent Power
Producers’ Association, Nepal including design and
concept of this book.
The success of Power Summit will be measured by
the MW added within ten years rather than the fanfare of the event.
Wish you good reading

Khadga Bahadur Bisht
Kathmandu, Nepal
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Section I
Ten Thousand Megawatts in Ten years
The beginning of Hydropower
1911 AD; twenty-eight years after the world’s first
hydroelectric plant Apelton power plant in Wisconsin began operations in the USA; Nepal built
its very first hydel plant in the beautiful town of
Pharping near Kathmandu.
The next hundred years for Nepal has been political
upheavals one after another. During the Pharping

time Nepal was ruled by the Ranas which became a
democracy in 1950. Within few years then King Mahendra turned it to an autocracy that lasted until
1990. Barely six years after multiparty system was
practiced Nepal went under armed insurgency for
a republican order for 10 years which lasted with
a comprehensive peace agreement in 2005. While
the transition seems endless for Nepal it’s neighbours to the south and north were looking to become world powers.

This implied monumental energy needs in both
our neighbors, some of which Nepal would have
liked to fulfill.
Many nations – which were under colonial rule
or foreign domination – won their freedoms and
charted an arduous but thoroughly planned journey to prosperity, while Nepal, an independent
sovereign nation, was left behind with promises.
Pond of Pharping Power Plant

Rana’s of Nepal- king Tribhuwan in the middle
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Despite these political leadership changes,
each successive government kept pledging
rapid development in hydropower. Thousands
of megawatts, cross-border transmission lines,
sweeping sectoral reforms, a national transmission grid company, power trade agreement
with India, project development agreements.
All these, at least in theory, were required for
the quantum leap.
To underline the urgency of these plans, the political parties even signed a joint commitment
to develop hydropower, and included this in
their election manifestoes. This shows there is
broad political consensus among politicians
when it comes to hydropower development.

Political Party’s joint commitment in Hydropower

Them came Nepal’s aspirations to graduate
into a developing country by 2022 which required a thorough development action plan
especially in energy sector.

Hydropower Vision

The Wake-up call

After Nepal became a republic in 2008, successive governments pushed grand dreams to produce 10,000MW, even
25,000MW, of electricity, suggesting a quantum leap in both
forming and realizing national visions.

Two disastrous earthquakes struck Nepal in
2015 just as the country was trying to find its
way out of the long and seemingly endless political transition. For years seisomological experts, had been warning about the big earthquake and when it struck it it was devastating.

The government formed task-forces to have 10,000MW in 10
years, 25,000 in 20 years. Contrary to the stability required
to plan and implement these visions, the country saw one
short-term government after another.

Nine thousand people lost their lives, tens of
thousands of houses, schools, hospitals were

destroyed and so were several hydropower
projects.
But the same disaster that brought unprecedented suffering and damage to the country
also catalyzed the political parties into an early
completion of the constitution.
On Sunday, 20th September 2015, amidst
widespread celebrations and few condemnation, 507 members out of 598 passed the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nepal.
Hopes of kick-starting the nation’s progress
were soon dashed by the another agitation in
the southern plain Terai areas and a severe border blockade.
Essential items like oil, food, medicine supplies that Nepal depended on import were
all in acute shortages. But it was the petroleum or energy that was severely curtailed. In
six months of the blockade, Nepal lost almost
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4 billion dollars – an amount that could build a
1,500MW capacity storage project.
The blockade lasted 6 months and turned out to
hit the country much harder than the earthquake
previous year.
Nepal learnt the hard way that energy security was
fundamental to national security. IPPAN took an initiative and made a presentation to the Parliamentary Agriculture and Water Resource Committee
under the theme of Energy Security. Discussions
were held with the Ministry of Energy and all related stakeholders.
IPPAN advocated diversification in petroleum procurement, diversification in procurement routes
and increments in storage capacity to international
standards. And the most crucial would be to develop
hydropower if we were to replace imported petroleum in transportation, cooking and industrial uses.

The Birth of 10000MW Vision
All vision statements are aspiring but at the same time
are criticised. When Malaysia declared VISION-2020
- a vision to be a developed nation by 2020, many
people said it was “Vision Impossible”. Despite all
that skepticism, Malaysia today, stands neck-to-neck
with the developed nations of the world.
Nepal too, has formed a vision, named “Electricity Development Decade” a 99 points action plan

drafted by the Ministry of Energy and approved by
the Cabinet in February 18, 2016. – This is the culmination of all previous commitments presented as
a substantial, elaborated, and workable plan in the
energy sector.
The vision essentially aspires to develop 10,000 MW
in years. The most burning issue we face now is to
walk the talk and hence, the focus of the Power
Summit 2016: 10,000 MW in 10 years.

Power Summit 2016
Back in 2006, just after Nepal entered a peace
process to end its conflict, IPPAN invited international investors and told them that: apart from
being famous for tourism, Nepal is also an at-

tractive investment destination. Based on these
themes, IPPAN organized similar summits in
2007 and 2008. Many large companies showed
interest. Investors from India, Norway, Korea as
well as from within Nepal said they were willing
to explore opportunities.
But the road to fulfilling potential has been rocky.
Long bureaucratic processes; circular approval
systems; non-decisions due to fear of overseeing
authorities; frequent changes of government; and
changes in bureaucracy, have all stifled investors.
All these difficulties are identified, accepted, and
discussed and touched-upon in the government’s
“Electricity Development Decade”. It is time the
investor community, the donor community, the
lender community, all friendly nations, the media
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Queue for Hydropower Shares

and the general public know Nepal is geared to generate
10,000 MW in 10 years.

Bhutan plans to develop more than 10,000 MW by 2020

Multitude of aspirant Nepalese flock the bank’s door for
application to obtain hydropower shares, protests are held
in project site to own the project shares, Nepal has shown
the wider world that it does not need hydropower model
from other countries, it is developing its own.
What Nepal needs is to institutionalize the practice it, it needs
a stable bureaucracy, it needs no-political interference in project execution, it needs faster delivery of approval system.
Small countries, poorer countries, countries that have come
out of conflict, countries with greater natural disasters, countries in all five continents –progressed faster, moved ahead
of us. Nepal trailed behind.
Nepal must meet this self-set deadline. It is a race against
time – it is 10000MW in 10 Years.
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Hydropower Story 1

The First Power Plant of Nepal

“Two days holiday for armed services and one day holiday for civil servants was granted and they also were
able to enjoy card-gambling …. “ This is an occasion for
celebrating the electric lighting “Chandra Jyoti”. Nepal’s
first and probably Asia’s one of the first hydro power
generation plant at Pharping. The plant was commissioned amid a function at around 6:30 pm on Monday,
May 22, 1911 (BS 1968, Jestha 9) at open auditorium
(Tundikhel) by the King Prithivi Bir Birkram Shah. The
then prime Minister Chandra Shamshere Rana also

gave and speech indicating the beginning of the modern
era for Nepal.
Four years earlier, Chandra Shamshere had visited Britain and was impressed with the development taking
place there and so came the idea of having hydro power
generation. Executive Engineer, Colonel Kishore Narsingh Rana had made design and planning of the Pharping
project located some 15 kilometers south from the Kathmandu city. The project was completed within seventeen

months. Even through it was large project at that time
there were only two foreign engineers involved in the
project. Mr. Linch from General Electric company came
to install the generators. The cost estimate of the project
was Rs. 713,273 Mr. Barnau Ponte the Project Engineer
for Pharping also reported that 2407 lights has been installed and including 260 street lighting, the plant could
generate a revenue of Company Rupees 1881 per month.
Source: Gorakhapatra, Sambat, 1968, Jestha 16, (28 May 1911).
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Section II
The Context of 10000 MW
Nepal’s experience with unreliable power supply and
partial power supply is a decade old experience. Mobile
phone apps are made for load-shedding schedule auto
information and electric utility prides for providing timely information on load shedding. Amongst this “accepted” contemporary Nepalese lifestyle, fuel crisis started
in the country after blockade at Nepal-India border. Petroleum products were in acute shortage forcing normal
transportation, hospitals, and even emergency services
to a halt. Nepal’s ability as a welfare state was put to a
litmus test. Nepal was forced to ponder the energy supply security. IPPAN requested Parliamentary Agriculture
and Water Resources Committee for an opportunity to
make presentation on national energy security. IPPAN
made an extensive case and requested the Parliamentary Committee to ask the responsible ministry to come
with a detailed national energy emergency action plan.
Continuous effort was made by IPPAN and many other
stakeholders to come up with an energy vision for Nepal.
Ministry of Energy’s hard work paved the way and finally, Government of Nepal on February 18, 2016 approved
a 99 points program with a name “National Energy Crisis Mitigation and Electricity Development Decade”. The
theme of 10000 MW in 10 years was born.
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Section III
The Contents of Electricity
Development Decade

99-Point
Electricity
Development
Decade
approved by
the cabinet on
20160218

While such statements were not new but this time
the approach was comprehensive and elaborative
as well as the declaration is made after the hydropower development opinions has cut across the
political landscape of all parties with which for
years nestled diverging views on hydropower development. Recent curtailment in load shedding,
managing load demand, government’s agressive
approcah on capacity addition has made general positive environment. Today almost 2700MW
equivalent of hydropower capacity is under construction and Nepal is in a threshold.
There are 99 points covered in the “Electricity
Development Decade” document of which legal
reform covers 11 action points, policy reform covers 46 action points, procedural & administrative
reform are covered in 28 action points and the
structural & institutional reform contains 14 action
points. The details of which are illustrated here:

LEGAL reform
Formulate Electricity Crisis Bill encompassing the reformative steps in order to remove legal barriers.
ÂÂ New Electricity Bill to replace Electricity Act 1992
ÂÂ Formulate Bill on National Electricity Regulatory Commission
ÂÂ Formation of interagency coordination committee chaired by the Prime Minister
ÂÂ Align Licensing Procedure with Transmission Master Plan
ÂÂ DoED authorized to issue License up to 25 MW and 132 kV T/L
ÂÂ Role clarity between Ministry of Energy and Investment Board
ÂÂ Incentive of NRs. 50 lakh/MW and income tax exemption.
ÂÂ Remove the land ceiling of for the hydropower projects
ÂÂ Address unnecessary hindrances and declare hydropower project site as prohibited zone for protest
ÂÂ Streamline the procurement process for government procurement process
ÂÂ Amend Electricity Theft Control Act, 2002
ÂÂ

7
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POLICY REFORM

ÂÂ

Arrange security for the projects

ÂÂ

Power purchase agreement in convertible
currency

ÂÂ

Streamline the number of escalations
provided in PPAs to address the issue of
disparity

ÂÂ

Remove “hydrology” related penalty for
projects < 10MW

ÂÂ

Simplify EIA/lEE documentation
requirement for PPA including of tree
cutting and acquiring land on lease.

ÂÂ

Expedite under construction T/L projects
to ensure supply of electricity to
Kathmandu and import additional 100
MW

ÂÂ

Arrangement of other cross border line
and extension and strengthening of
national electricity system

ÂÂ

Provision to provide 10% equity share
to project affected communities and
persons

ÂÂ

Forecast of National Load Demand

ÂÂ

Inject up to 10 % of total installed capacity of electricity by solar or wind resource in the National Grid
through competitive bidding

Use Industry Revitalization Fund to hydroelectricity sector

ÂÂ

Simplify foreign exchange facility

Additional Compensation for the lands falling on RoW and streamlining land acquisition procedures

ÂÂ

Simplify visa and work permit for
expatriate worker

ÂÂ

Formulate National Energy Security Policy

ÂÂ

Banks and financial institution to invest up to 15% of their loan

ÂÂ

Mobilize internal resources including GON in developing large projects.

ÂÂ

Electricity generation mix [40-50 % storage, 15-20 % Peaking Run of River, 25-30 % Run of River and 5-10 %
alternative]

ÂÂ

Develop Reservoir Project through EPCF

ÂÂ

Determine electricity tariff for storage and peaking RoR project, wheeling charge, time of the day and
seasonal tariff

ÂÂ

Payment Guarantee for the PPAs

ÂÂ

Remove condition and move to Take or Pay PPA Address the projects affected by earthquake, floods and
landslides.

ÂÂ

Withdraw existing provision of PES

ÂÂ

Build Transmission Lines and Substations through BT model

ÂÂ

Amend the provision of providing additional land as compensation while acquiring forest land on lease

ÂÂ

Operationalize National Transmission Grid Company

ÂÂ

Engage Nepal Army to construct transmission lines

ÂÂ

Gradual implementation of TOD meter, Smart Meter, Smart Grid and Rural Electrification

ÂÂ

Develop electricity distribution master plan and distribution system leakage control action plan

ÂÂ

Fix ‘benchmark’ electricity purchase rate for photovoltaic solar or wind energy to be connected to National
Grid

ÂÂ

ÂÂ

PROCEDURAL REFORM
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INSTITUTIONAL REFORM
Formation of
ÂÂ

Central Energy Crisis Prevention
Coordination Committee (under Minister
for Energy)

ÂÂ

District Level Energy Crisis Prevention
Coordination Committee (under CDO)

ÂÂ

Focal Person at relevant agency for
inter agency coordination (under Joint
Secretary)

The Sundarijal Hydropower
Plant: The Fame

ÂÂ

Facilitation Committee (under Chief
Secretary)

Out of competition with his brother Chandra Shamshere

Restructure and Activate Water and Energy
Commission

jyoti after his own name, Dev Shamshere initiated the

ÂÂ

Hydropower Story 2

Rana who established Pharping and called it ChandraSundarijal project.

ÂÂ

Institutional arrangement for Rural
Electrification and Energy Efficiency

Sundarijal holds its own significance in the annals of Nepal. Bisheshwor Prasad Koirala popularly known as

ÂÂ

Establishment of National Electricity
Generation Company

in Sundarijal during the autocratic Panchyat regime.

ÂÂ

Establishment of Engineering Consulting
Service Company

ÂÂ

Operationalization of National Transmission
Grid Company

ÂÂ

Establishment of National Power Trade
Company

BP, Nepal’s top politician, philosopher, writer and the first democratically elected prime minister was jailed

Famous novels, essays and political diaries such as Atma Britanta, Hitler Ra Yehudi, Sundarijal, Doshi
Chasma, Swet Bhairavi etc. were written by BP Koirala some during his confinement there. If not for the
power generation, Sundarijal has been more famous for political relevance.
Sundarjal is also on way to Shivapuri national reserve and way to Helambu a beautiful sub-Himalayan village facing famours Ganesh Himal and Langtang Himal. Sundarijal has also come into forefront due to the
Melamchi drinking water project where the water from Yangre and Larke Khola will be diverted through a

ÂÂ

Establishment of Holding Companies of
NEA

28km long tunnel and brought to water starved Kathmandu valley.

ÂÂ

Establishment of NERC with a provision of
appellate tribunal

Now Melamchi is planned to come on line in 2017 which will usher a historical milestone in nepal’s drinking
water project.
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Long Road to 10,000 MW

Hydropower Story 3

Dr. Hariman Shrestha: The 83,000 MW Crusader
Forty three years has passed since a student from Nepal, Hariman Shrestha at
Moscow University presented his doctoral thesis among the august gathering of hydrologist, geologist, energy expert, academicians, students and university officials
in Moscow, Russia back in 1966. Through his thesis titling “Assessing Hydropower
Potential in Nepal”; a direct translation from the Russian Language; made a pioneering remark that Nepal has 83,200MW equivalent of water potential in the rivers
and rivulets all over Nepal.
Dr. Hariman Shrestha is a crusader to measure the hydro potential in Nepal and
deserves the highest accolade that can be possible from hydropower sector of Nepal. Dr. Hariman Shrestha has worked with different organization and at one time
being the head of Water and Energy Commission Secretariat. Dr. Shrestha lives in
a modest house near Maitighar, Kathmandu. He believes in the Nepali themselves
being able to harness hydropower and says that, the emphasis should be the power
demand of Nepal and not export.
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‘g]kfnsf] kfgL hgtfsf] nufgL’:
Nepal’s Water – People’s Investment

Mr. Janardan Sharma
Energy Minister

Re-stating the commitment on Electricity Devlopment Decade, Energy Minister Mr. Janardan Sharma; praised as an
action man and credited with his amazing work on curtailment of load shedding; came with a high priority and a slogan on electricity development namely
“Nepal’s Water — People’s Investment”
(g]kfnsf] kfgL hgtfsf] nufgL). Mechanism
is now built to tap the spread-out capital
going to unproductive use. Nepalese residing in foreign countries, government employees, Nepal Army, Nepal Police, Armed
Police, government owned corporations
for the development of hydropower in the
country. A national power generation company is already established which has provided opportunity for all Nepalese to invest
money earned though their hard work within Nepal and abroad. Ministry has initiated
on-line application for investment, within

24 hours of the investment call US$ 3 million
was reported to be committed and within
next 24 hours US$6 million is committed
and majority of Nepalese still do not know
about it. Government wants take up the
Energy Emergency decade workplan thus
developing storage, peaking run-off-the
river and pumped storage projects. Storage
project such as Budhigandagi, Nalsinghgad,
Uttar Ganga, Dudhkoshi, Tamo Sunkoshi 3,
Tamakoshi 3, Those, Langtang, Naumure,
West Seti will be developed. Similarly, runoff
the river project such as Upper Arun, Arun
4, Lower Arun will also be developed. Government is also initiating Sunkoshi highdam and other projects in Sunkoshi river
as well as the much talked and the largest
Karnali-Chisapani 10,800 MW multipurpose
project. Government wants to develop this
project by involving neighboring countries
in the SAARC.
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Section IV
Key takeaway from Power Summit 2016
1.

10,000 MW in 10 years is fairly optimistic but a realistic goal.

2.

Nepal needs to be serious on the promises made and then only this vision could be a
turning point.

3.

The continuity of the Bureaucracy is important even though there will be change in the
political parties in the government.

4.

There is a demand of 10,000 MW in the country but that needs to be managed through
electricity import substitution and fuel substitution.

5.

Basin-wise development is important for optimizing the competing use of water in a
basin and for optimizing the power generation.

6.

Consideration to the environmental and social issues and cascade opration early on
make the development sustainable.

7.

Although there is a lot of interest there has been very less FDI in Nepal. There are several
procedural hurdles and legal ambiguity for FDI to flow in.

8.

Climate change does not have visible direct impact in hydropower but climate resilient
design is recommended due to extreme weather phenomenon.

9.

Walking the talk is more important than drafting a vision so government should follow
the time-schedule it has come up with in the Electricity Development Decade.

10. Government’s ministries, other than Energy Ministry, should own the Electriciy Development Decade vision and should be looked as a vision of the nation.

14
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Section V
Actions for 10,000 MW in 10 years
1.

Work with government on the Energy Emergency Decade

2.

Work on electricity bill and regulatory bill

3.

Work with government and donor agencies for comprehensive study on increasing domestic electricity demand

4.

Work with Ministry of energy on establishing power purchase rates for peaking and storage project

5.

Follow the transmission line under Built and Transfer model

6.

Work with the stakeholders on power trading guidelines and regulations

7.

Work with government on establishing a foreign currency risk mitigation
mechanism

8.

Workout a model for Corporate Social Responsibility in hydropower project

9.

Parsuade NEA on Take-and-Pay condition in PPA and move to Take or Pay

10. Educate developer in sustainable hydropower development from early
stage by working with international agencies
11. Introduce hydro-meteorological data for project design and planning
12. Work with Security Exchange Board and other agencies on introducing program for corporate governance within hydropower developers
13. Establish IPPAN as a self-regulator of the hydropower sector
14. Make a joint program with the banks and BFIs for capacity building on both
sides
15. Work with government to reduce duplication of work among ministries
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Section VI
Proceedings of Power Summit 2016
Inaugural Session
Hydropower Story 4

River Classification
1.

Welcome Address and Setting the Theme – Mr. Khadga B.
Bisht, President, Independent Power Producers’ Association
Nepal

2.

Address by Hon. Minister – Hon. Minister Janardan Sharma
(Prabhakar), Ministry of Energy, Government of Nepal

3.

Address by Chief Guest – Rt. Hon. Prime Minister Mr. Puspa
Kamal Dahal (Prachanda), Government of Nepal

4.

Vote of Thanks with Summary on Political Assurance and
Commitments on Key Issues – Mr. Narendra Prajapati, Treasurer, Independent Power Producers’ Association Nepal

Rivers in Nepal are normally categoried
based on their geological formation which on
the other hand can be traced based on their
physical location in Nepal. And most of the
trans Himalayan rivers come from Bhot (Tibet) therefore called Bhotekoshi. Similarly
Sunkoshi is called Bhotekoshi in the head region and only changes its name to Sunkoshi
once it flow south west and finally meets the
Sunkoshi Khola (creek) near Sunkoshi Bazzar
of Sindhupalchowk district.
Old Rivers:
The main channels of Mahakali, Karnali, Gandaki and Koshi rivers are the oldest rivers in Nepal and they have cut deep and vertical gorges

while draining the Tibetan Plateau to the Indian
Ocean. All trans Himalayan rivers were formed
before the formation of Himalayas hence they
are also termed as primordial rivers.
Young rivers:
Rivers originating from Mahabharata range
and cutting through Churia hill are classified
as young rivers. Kankai, Kamala, Bagmati, Tinau, Rapti and Babai are some of the young
rivers of Nepal.
Major River System:
There are four major river systems in Nepal,
which drain the country to the Indian Ocean.
Saptakoshi river in the east, Sapta Gandaki
in the central region Karnali in the west and
Mahakali in the far west.
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Welcome Address and Setting the Theme
Mr. Khadga B. Bisht, President, Independent Power Producers’ Association Nepal, began the inaugural session
of the Power Summit 2016 highlighting the goal of the event which was to firmly embark upon generating
10,000 MW in 10 years. He mentioned about the achievements of previous power summits. The 2006 Power Summit was critical in catalyzing Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) to the country especially after political
transformations that signaled the end of political conflicts. Mr. Bisht then pointed out to the ensuing political
deadlock in this decade that ensured little progress after the 2008 Power Summit. He firmly outlined the lack
of continuation of government plans and senior bureaucracy to propel hydropower development. Speaking
of current political developments, including the 2015 border blockade that resulted in a financial loss of $4
Billion and severe hardship to general public due to lack of energy, Mr. Bisht emphasized the need of energy
security as the starting point for achieving 10000MW in 10 years. Mr. Bisht stressed that other countries with
similar constraints have progressed, and it is Nepal’s turn to move ahead with the vision.

Hydropower Story 5

Because it’s there
On the third expedition, in June 1924, George Leigh Mallory and his climbing partner Andrew
Irvine both disappeared somewhere high on the North-East ridge during their attempt to make
the first ascent of the world’s highest mountain. The pair’s last known sighting was only a few
hundred meters from the summit. Mallory’s ultimate fate was unknown for 75 years, until his
body was finally discovered in 1999. Whether or not they reached the summit before they died
remains a subject of speculation and continuing research. Mallory is famously quoted as having
replied to the question “why do you want to climb Mt. Everest?” with the retort: “because it’s
there”, which has been called “the most famous three words in mountaineering”.
From: Celebrating 50 Years of Mount Everest

18
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Address by Hon. Minister
Hon. Minister Mr. Janardan Sharma (Prabhakar), Ministry of Energy, Government of Nepal highlighted the importance of Power Summit 2016, and mentioned that the event is highly relevant
in the present circumstances. He further said, 10 years have passed since we talked about 10,000
MW in 10 years, certain obstacles and delay in policy decisions has hampered our speed now
under the guidance of Right Honorable Prime Minsiter I have expedited a lot of issues.
Setting mechanism for faster execution of work PM has to take certain decisions faster on large
porojects Going to all ministry in the name of fulfilling all requirements has taken years fo approval and has to be shortened and I have requested PM to deliver on that
I have also started working on 400kV and 765kV transmission line as the backbone
infrastructure
ÂÂ We have established generation company for implementing storage project
ÂÂ We have started re-structuring of NEA for taking up larger pojects above 100MW only
ÂÂ Nepal will need above 10,000 MW even today and discussion that Nepal does not need
power is useless
ÂÂ I will also remove take-and-pay condition and move towards take-or-pay PPA
ÂÂ Similarly VAT subsidy of rs. 50lacs/MW and posted PPA rates will be addressed
ÂÂ Bank has to reduce interest rate to maximum of 5% otherwise hep are not feasible
ÂÂ PTA is there and India will look positively on power trade, although recent guideline has
come, it is for India and not for us our guiding document is PTA.
ÂÂ Bangladesh interested to invest in Nepal and we have finalized a MoU with them
ÂÂ We should now aim for 20000MW not only 10000 MW
ÂÂ Nepal must consume high electricity for industrial growth lot of Nepalese are going abroad
for work, they should work in nepal]
ÂÂ Minister Sharma concluded by mentioning that Nepal should aim towards generating
20,000 MW in 10 years, with the government and private sector generating 8,000 MW each,
and foreign investments generating 4,000 MW.
ÂÂ
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Address by the Chief Guest
Rt. Hon. Prime Minister Mr. Puspa Kamal Dahal (Prachanda), Government of Nepal officially inaugurated the Power Summit 2016. In his speech, Prime Minister Dahal mentioned that the goal
of reaching 10,000 MW was first raised by his administration when he became the first Pime
Minister after Nepal became a republic. Prime Minister Dahal also mentioned that along with
the quantity, the quality, safety, as well as sustainability had to be ensured in the promotion of
renewable energy in general and hydropower in particular. Highlighting on Nepal’s huge hydropower potential, he mentioned that he sought to channel remittances into the development
of hydropower development. Having personally visited generation sites, he was encouraged
by the speedy progress. Prime Minister Dahal also mentioned that the private sector has the
strength and expertise in achieving the goals set forward by the Power Summit
ÂÂ

Government has given high priority to energy and hence declared energy emergency
decade from 2016-2026.

ÂÂ

Nepal and India has signed PTA and I am committed to operationalize it, GoN has initiated
discussion with the GoI for removing constraints and barriers that may have been in trading
and the views on recent power trading guidelines.

ÂÂ

Government has given high priority to the national priority project such as UTK and
Chameliya by making mornitoring mechanism and rward system for early completion

ÂÂ

We have also emphasized the early completion of Upper Karnali and Arun III project

Vote of Thanks with Summary on Political Assurance and Commitments on Key Issues
Mr. Narendra Prajapati, Treasurer, Independent Power Producers’ Association Nepal thanked the Chief
Guest, other esteemed guests, and everyone par-

ticipating in the Power Summit 2016. Mentioning
that the slogan of 10,000 MW in 10 years was rightly
put forward first by the Prime Minister himself, Mr.

Prajapati mentioned that the private sector looked
forward to be a part of this development but also
needed assurances.
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International Perspective

Session Moderator: Anil Chitrakar – Former Ashoka Fellow
Panelists:
1.

HE Glenn White – Ambassador of Australia

2.

HE Mashfee Binte Shams – Ambassador of Bangladesh

3.

HE Yu Hong – Ambassador of People’s Republic of China

4.

HE Ranjit Rae – Ambassador of the India

5.

HE Kjell Tormod Pettersen – Ambassador of Norway

6.

HE Richard Morris – Ambassador of the United Kingdom

7.

HE Michael C. Gonzales – Charge d’affaires of the United States of America

The session on International Perspective was moderated by
Anil Chitrakar, Former Ashoka Fellow. The discussions highlighted what the international development partners thought
about the goal of the Power Summit 2016 – developing
10,000 MW in 10 years. The session focused on how foreign
experience and expertise could be catalyzed for the development of hydropower in Nepal. The discussions also highlighted the impediments to foreign investments, and what can be
changed for Nepal to benefit from its international development partners.
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A
HE Glenn White
Ambassador of Australia
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ustralian Ambassador Glenn White talked about Australia’s support to bilateral institutions particularly the International Finance Corporation of the World Bank Group in
ensuring sustainability of projects undertaken. He mentioned about the particular importance of social and environmental safeguards in hydropower projects and that Australian
support was instrumental in scaling such interventions. Ambassador White further discussed
about the role of Australia in welcoming foreign students in general and Nepali students in particular to harness human capital required for the future. Discussing about Australia’s involvement in hydropower development, Ambassador White mentioned about the Kabeli A project
and said that, the goal set by Government of Nepal to increase hydropower capacity to 10,000
MW in 10 years he felt was fairly optimistic and with right environment could be achieved. He
further stressed that capability of imagination is good and that brings confidence and cohesiveness to meet these objectives. Seeing an objective is a necessary plank in the platform of
nation building that one needs to have so that people can get on board with it - the 10000MW
vision has certainly made done that.

B

angladeshi Ambassador Mrs. Binte Shams discussed about Bangladesh’s increasing role in integrating regional dynamics within South Asia, as well as
Bangladesh’s own energy situation. She highlighted that Bangladesh was an
energy hungry nation and therefore is ready to import from Nepal in the future.
Ambassador Binte Shams also mentioned about Bangladesh’s excellent relationship with India, and that the country has been currently importing 600MW from
India annually. She mentioned that by 2030, Bangladesh would need 34,000 MW
of electricity and therefore cooperation with neighbors would be important. She
further emphasized on regional development to increase chances of energy sustainability. Finally, Ambassador Binte Shams mentioned that despite the ambitious
goal set by Nepal to increase energy capacity, cooperation with neighbors would
pave the way forward. Citing lack of political continuity as a major obstacle to development in Nepal, she expressed that the Nepali bureaucracy needed to step up
to meets its challenges.

HE Mashfee Binte Shams
Ambassador of Bangladesh
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I
HE Ranjit Rae
Ambassador of the India

ndian Ambassador Rae said that 10000 MW can be achieved and will be achieved. He pointed out that the Pancheshwar, Upper Karnali, and Arun -3 projects together would contribute
to up to 7,000 MW which will be big portion of the 10000 MW vision. He further said that,
a lot of issues come during implementation of a hydropower project and large project need
hand-holding. It is not only the project that suffer it is the country that suffers. Ambassador Rae
discussed on the need to have a legal framework and an infrastructure framework for Nepal
to reach its goals. Stating that access to markets in India would be important for Nepali hydropower projects, Ambassador Rae, said that there is an existing PTA between India and Nepal
and the recent guidelines from Ministry of Power in India should be taken as a half-full glass
and let us wait for the central regulatory authority to come up with a regulation on this. There
are certain procedures for state companies and slightly different for the private companies.
He asked media to be helping the process and be more optimistic. He further stated that land
acquisition remains the biggest impediment in hydropower development in Nepal, especially
regarding acquiring public land for infrastructure projects.

C

hinese Ambassador Hong highlighted Nepal’s great potential in hydropower, and expressed both financing and expertise was required for
harnessing hydropower. She mentioned that China had over the years
accumulated significant experience and expertise in hydropower development, and several Chinese companies had been utilizing the expertise towards
developing projects in Nepal. Ambassador Hong further highlighted China’s intentions on wanting to invest in Nepal through 11 projects contributing to over
860 MW in the future. She further pointed out that 3 projects were currently in
the planning phase with 600 MW of total capacity.

HE Yu Hong
Ambassador of People’s Republic of China
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N
HE Kjell Tormod Pettersen
Ambassador of Norway

orwegian Ambassador Pettersen mentioned about the Norwegian involvement in hydropower since 1950s and said Khimti is one of the successful example of Norwegian investment. He stressed that the political uncertainty in
Nepal had impacted long-term financing in potential projects. He mentioned that
Nepal needed to build on its competitive advantage in hydropower potential, but
good governance was not in place and there are no local elected bodies since that
last several years. Hydropower is a long term investment and the investor will do
necessary analysis based on these periods. Although there are positive signs, still
Nepal is affected by political instability. In response to what he thought needed to
be changed, Ambassador Pettersen reiterated that Nepal needed to improve its governance practices.

B

ritish Ambassador Morris seconded mentioned about prevailing political uncertainty in Nepal, and stated that companies do not line uncertainty. He mentioned that London in itself was an important fund management center, and alerted that capital being mobile had to be attracted for
investments. Through its support to the Investment Board of Nepal, Ambassador Morris firmly emphasized on the UK’s support to overall hydropower
development of Nepal. He further mentioned that the UK had also developed
significant expertise in engineering capabilities, which could be of support
to Nepal. Ambassador Morris mentioned that he was supportive of Nepal’s
ambitions to graduate from Least Developing Country, and insisted Nepal to
think like United Kingdom on how to be an attractive investment country. He
also mentioned the presence of Dolma fund and Hydroplan are some of the
aspects of UK presence in hydropower sector.
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HE Richard Morris
Ambassador of the United Kingdom
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C
HE Michael C. Gonzales
Charge d’affaires of the United
States of America

harge d’affaires Gonzalez stressed that the United States of America wanted a stable and prosperous Nepal. He said that Nepal has tremendous hydropower potential but Nepal’s economy is underperforming for years and
highlighted four impediments to economic growth, viz., political instability, highly
politicized labor force, transportation network, and reliable energy supply. Based
on these four key elements the United States wanted to be an enabling business
partner for Nepal’s Hydropower development and through various agencies including the Millennium Challenge Corporation had already spent $10 million on feasibility studies in Nepal. On Nepal’s goal to generate 10,000 MW in 10 years, Charge
d’affaires Gonzalez mentioned that he thought it was a great initiative and if taken
seriously the resulting success could be a turning point to Nepal.
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Prerequisites for achieving 10,000 MW
Session Chair: Dinesh Ghimire – Joint Secretary, Ministry of Energy, Government of Nepal
Panelists:
1.

Chiranjeewee Chataut - Joint Secretary, Ministry of Energy, Government of Nepal

2.

Rajeev Sharma – Deputy Managing Director, Nepal Electricity Authority

3.

RV Shahi – Former Secretary, Ministry of Power, India

4.

Nirjan Rai – Executive Director, Niti Foundation
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The session on Prerequisites for achieving 10,000
MW was chaired by Dinesh Ghimire, Joint Secretary
at the Ministry of Energy of Nepal. The panelists
each had a presentation on different aspects of what
the prerequisites are required for Nepal to achieve
10,000 MW generation capacity in 10 years. Chiranjeewe Chataut of the Ministry of Energy, and Rajeev
Sharma of Nepal Electricity Authority highlighted
government’s responses and reforms that could be
relevant in addressing the prerequisites. Nirjan Rai,
Executive Director at the Niti Foundation, described
on the need to include local communities in the hydropower development context by managing local
expectations. RV Shahi, former secretary of the Government of India, shared India’s experience of catalyzing rapid power development and what lessons
can be learnt by Nepal.
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C

hiranjeewee Chataut’s presentation on “Highlights of Action Plan on Energy
Crisis Prevention and Electricity Development Decade” was divided into four
parts: legal arrangement; policy adoption; administrative arrangement and procedural reforms; and institutional arrangement and reforms.
Mr. Chataut mentioned about Electricity Bill, National Electricity Regulatory Commission, and Electricity Crisis Bill being in process. These bills will be reformative steps in order to remove legal barriers in the sector. He further mentioned about aligning licensing
procedure with Transmission Master Plan and on simplifying license issuing process. Mr.
Chataut further highlighted legislative measures such as removing the ceiling of land
ownership for projects land acquisition and addressing unnecessary hindrances and obstacles in the development process by declaring project sites as prohibited zones. Under
the policy adoption part of his presentation, Mr. Chataut mentioned about the National
Energy Security Policy and the need to expedite completion of projects that are under
construction. He stressed on the need to develop electricity distribution master plan
and distribution system leakage control action plan.

Chiranjeewee Chataut
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Energy,
Government of Nepal

Mr. Chataut talked about the processes to simplify foreign exchange facility, visa and
work permit, and arrange for security of the projects under. He further mentioned about
simplifying the study and approval process of IEE/EIA including felling of trees and acquiring land on lease, as well as the provision to provide 10% equity share to project
affected communities. In the Institutional arrangement and reforms component of his
presentation, Mr. Chataut talked about the formation of Central Energy Crisis Prevention Coordination Committee in the Ministry of Energy and District Level Energy Crisis
Prevention Coordination Committee under the Chief District Officer. Similarly, a focal
person at relevant agency for inter-agency coordination under the Joint Secretary will
be established and the facilitation committee under the Chief Secretary. He concluded
his presentation with the need of National Power Trade Company and Nepal Electricity
Regulatory Commission.
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R

ajeev Sharma’s presentation on “Pre-requisites for Achieving 10,000 MW Nepal
Electricity Authority” was divided into four parts: introduction of Nepal’s power potential, energy supply structure and hydropower related acts and policies; introduction to Nepal’s power system; Government’s concept on hydropower development and programs; and NEA’s approaches under Government’s Plan and Programs.

Rajeev Sharma
Deputy Managing Director,
Nepal Electricity Authority

Mr. Sharma talked about the Government’s Concept on Hydropower Development & Programs that would be critical to the development of 10,000 MW generation in ten years. Legal
Reforms such as the formulation of a new Electricity Act, Energy Crisis Act, Nepal Electricity
Regulatory Commission, and Amendment to Electricity Theft Control Act would be important to achieve. Similarly, Mr. Sharma mentioned about policy decisions such as the energy security policy, formulation of energy mix, promotion of alternate energy, re-structuring
of Ministry of Energy and Department of Electricity Development, Tariff re-structuring, and
wheeling-charge fixation that would be important to achieving 10,000 MW generation. He
further highlighted administrative decisions and procedural reforms such as simplification
of procedures for IEE/EIA approval, and institutional reforms such as generation companies
would be required. Mr. Sharma finally discussed on NEA’s approaches under Government’s
Plan & Program to expedite generation of electricity in Nepal, including the speedy implementation of ongoing Generation & Transmission Projects, study and implementation of
cross-border transmission line, implementation of storage projects, and loss reduction initiatives, among others.
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R

V Shahi’s presentation topic “Creating Market for 10,000 MW: Learning from India”
was divided into three parts: three distinct phases of power sector development;
various reform initiatives beyond 2002; and outcomes of reform initiatives.

Mr. Shahi mentioned that the first period, up to 1990 in Indian Power Sector, comprised
of the Electricity Act 1910; the Electricity Supply Act 1948 where all aspects of power remained under the jurisdiction of the state governments and there was absence of commercial consideration; and the amendment to Electricity Supply Act in 1975 that aimed
at giving role to central government and creation of organizations like NTPC, NHPC,
Power Grid, etc. The second period, 1991-2001, saw the enactment of Private Power Policy 1991 that allowed 100 percent FDI in Power Sector, focused on generation side of
the power industry, and on incentives linked to performance and payment security by
way of government guarantees. The failure of the Private Power Policy 1991 according
to Mr. Shahi can be attributed to unbalanced financial management, increased annual
loss of SEB, and risk revolving single-buyer-single-seller model. The third phase of power
sector, beyond 2001, has been so far successful and included initiatives such as the Tenth
Five Year Plan (2002-07).

RV Shahi
Former Secretary,
Ministry of Power, India

The second part of Mr. Shahi’s presentation included the various reform initiatives beyond 2002. The tenth five year plan included the accelerated power development and
reform programme (2002), tripartite agreements (2002-03), Electricity Act 2003, 50000
MW Hydroelectric Initiative (2003), among others. The Electricity Act, 2003 was important milestone in promoting competition in the electricity sector, and allowed delicensing of all thermal and hydro generation. The National Electricity Policy 2005 allowed
creation of generation capacity. The third part of Mr. Shahi’s presentation highlighted
the outcomes of reform initiatives undertaken in India. The progress included the transfer of single-buyer-single-seller model to multiple buyers; initiations like power trading,
power exchange, merchant power plant for increase in returns on investment; launching
of IPOs of central public sector power companies; and other successes in privatization of
the industry. Mr. Shahi concluded by mentioning that apart from general increase in the
total installed capacity of hydropower, the private sector’s contribution to total power
has increased to 42.18% as of October, 2016.
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N

irjan Rai’s presentation on “Consensus and Local Participation in Hydropower” was divided into three parts: why managing local expectations is a prerequisite for the development of 10,000 MW in 10 years; key issues around managing local expectations
including how they are currently managed; and Niti Foundation’s current partnership with
IPPAN and several other organizations in working towards managing local expectations.
Mr. Rai first highlighted that the failure to manage local expectations has resulted in protests
from local communities around hydropower projects in recent years. Communities impacted by hydropower projects develop grievances because of their perceptions of inadequate
compensation for the financial and social loss due to various projects. These grievances can
manifest in various forms of disputes between the communities and the power projects and
thus far responses have not addressed local grievances. As projects are left on their own
to manage expectations and underlying interests of local stakeholders, their work is often
delayed or halted, the cost of which is not just in terms of delays in construction and higher
cost, but also in establishing a peaceful and sustainable relationship between the communities and the project. Mr. Rai therefore highlighted that if Nepal is to develop 10,000 MW in
10 years, then getting the buy-in of these local communities is essential.

Nirjan Rai
Executive Director,
Niti Foundation

In the second part of his presentation, Mr. Rai deconstructed some of the issues around
managing local expectations. He mentioned that the first set of local expectation is a result
of Nepal’s political history. Because of the long political transition, where Nepal is in the process of redefining the state-society relationship as well as completely restructuring the state,
people have become increasingly aware of their rights and demanding that they be met.
Moreover, because of an increasing global discourse about the issues around rights over
resources, which the Nepali government has legally committed to through national and
international laws, local communities often end up using these legal documents as tools to
engage with and demand from the government. Mr. Rai then mentioned that second set
of expectations arises because the government has not been able to provide for many of
the basic infrastructure and services to the people. People therefore expect more from the
power projects, including filling in that development vacuum left by the state. Additionally,
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people are also keen about individual financial gains through their investments in these power projects. Mr. Rai mentioned that it is important to note that many
of the issues surrounding local expectations are about the weak rule-of-law in Nepal. The normalization of extractive practices has meant that the development of
hydropower is then largely about rents, petty contracts, and extraction, many of which are cloaked in other more genuine concerns.
In the third part of his presentation, Mr. Rai briefly explained on how these local expectations are currently being framed and managed. He cited a comprehensive
study conducted by Niti/ICIMOD where the following types of benefits are leveraged to manage local expectations: royalty, equity investment, local livelihood
(employment and training), community development and local infrastructure (often framed within Corporate Social Responsibility), and environmental enhancements. Mr. Rai then briefly explained about royalty and shares mechanisms. Nepal law requires that royalty from power projects flow back to the communities,
but the cumbersome modalities of which may impede impacted communities from receiving benefits. Mr. Rai further raised a red flag to the provision of shares,
describing that this provision also exposes local communities to financial risks.

Hydropower Story 6

Nepal Electricity Authority
NEA more popularly known as Bidhyut Pradhikaran was born
in August 15, 1984 by amalgamation of Electricity Department
which was within the Ministry of Water Resources and Nepal
Electricity Corporation which was a state enterprise responsible
for the distribution of electricity and consumer services. NEA
today is a huge monolithic entity with almost 10000 employees
but only generating 700MW of electricity which comes around 14
people per MW installed capacity one of the highest in the world.
NEA is controlled by a Board of Directors which is chaired by
the Minister of Water Resources (now Minister of Energy) himself and most of the directors are from the government ministry.
There always has been political interference in NEA function-

ing and most of the managing directors has been appointed politically from outside NEA. With the government changing NEA
management also does equal change thus affecting its stability
on decision making. The service term for a Managing Director
is 4 years but since the reinstatement of multiparty democracy
in 1990 up until 2016 for a span of 25 years there have been 18
managing directors almost as much as the government itself.
NEA has a corps of highly qualified engineers and technicians
that are capable of feasibility study, design, project development to construction to operation. NEA is providing jobs to
many Nepalese is true but it is not amply able to provide electricity for which it was established is equally true.
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Counting Projects for 10,000 MW

Session Chair: Dr. Sandip Shah – Advisor, lPPAN
Panelists:
1.

Kumar Pandey – General Secretary, IPPAN

2.

Laxmi P. Devkota – Chairman, BHPDC

3.

Bigyan Shrestha – Project Manager, Upper Tamakoshi HEP

4.

Kim Joon Hyung – MD, NWEDC
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The session on ‘Counting Projects for 10,000 MW’ was chaired by Dr. Sandip
Shah, Advisor, IPPAN. Kumar Pandey’s presentation offered an introduction
to Nepali private sector’s role in the actualization of the goal set to generate 10,000 MW in 10 years, and the challenges and opportunities ahead. The
other panelist, viz., Laxmi P. Devkota, Bigyan Shrestha, and Kim Joon Hyung
presented on their own respective projects, viz., BHPDC, Upper Tamakoshi
HEP, and Upper Trishuli -1 respectively.
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K

umar Pandey’s presentation on
“Nepalese Private Sector at Breakthrough Stage: Progress and Problems” was divided into three parts: hydropower as a comparative advantage
of Nepal; progressing towards 10,000
MW in 10 years; and challenges & opportunities.
Mr. Pandey mentioned highlighted his
firm belief that hydropower was the
main comparative advantage for Nepal.
He outlined the country’s topographical advantage; snow fed mountains;
storage capabilities; renewable nature
of hydropower energy; minimal impact
on climate change; a growing domestic and foreign market; and successive
government’s support were the reasons
why hydropower remained a comparative advantage for the country.

Kumar Pandey
General Secretary, IPPAN

While explaining about Nepal’s path to
progress towards building 10,000 MW
in 10 years, Mr. Pandey first mentioned
that Nepal currently only had 780 MW
of available hydro, and relied on energy purchase from India. Stressing on
the need to develop new projects, he

mentioned that Nepal would reach its
targets through three types of new undertakings: projects to be developed by
Government of Nepal would add 2,587
MW; 11 proposed seasonal storage projects would add 5,373 MW; and 5 peaking and Run of River projects would
add 1,975 MW. Furthermore, he talked
about cross border transmission lines,
including the ones in operation, Dhalkebar – Muzaffarpur; lines under construction, Anarmani-Silguri; and lines under
study, Bardghat – Gorkahpur and Lamki – Baraeili. Mr. Pandey explained that
the construction of these lines would
facilitate trade and generation. He stated that foreign direct investment was
coming to key projects, including Khimti, Bhotekoshi, Upper Karnali, Arun
III, Upper Trishuli, Upper Marshyangdi,
among others, but that there was room
for still more.
Discussing on challenges and opportunities, Mr. Pandey pointed out that
there were significant challenges in
policy provisions, Acts and regulations.
Highlighting that the Electricity Act and
the Regulatory Act had been stalled in
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the parliament for years, he also
discussed on the need of expediting issuance of licenses, timely
decision making, and approval
processes. Mr. Pandey also raised
the issue of inter-ministerial turf
war and expressed his concern
over duplicity in authority in the
energy sector. Mr. Pandey then
outlined challenges in transmission line and substations that
were insufficient at the present
moment and denied entry to the
private sector. Other challenges
Mr. Pandey highlighted included
NEA’s financial losses and implementation of Power Trade Agreement with India. Despite the challenges, Mr. Pandey was optimistic
on Nepal’s goal to reach 10,000
MW in 10 years and cited the
many opportunities, including
the rapidly growing domestic as
well as the international markets.
Apart from trading with India,
Mr. Pandey highlighted the trade
opportunity with Bangladesh. He
also referred to the vibrant stock
market that was bullish on hydropower as sources of his optimism.

B

Bigyan Shrestha
Project Manager,
Upper Tamakoshi HEP
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igyan Shrestha’s presentation on “Show Case Project
Upper Tamakoshi HEP” was
divided into three parts: brief
description of the Upper Tamakoshi project; potential of future projects; and importance of
components of hydropower project. Mr. Shrestha’s presentation
went into the technical details
into what a hydropower project
entailed, including an introduction to project components. He
explained the importance of
such components such as the
access road. Mr. Shrestha also explained about the details of Upper Tamakoshi Project. Situated
in Dolakha district, the project
will be the biggest hydropower project constructed to date
in Nepal with a total of 456 MW
installed capacity. Mr. Shrestha
further highlighted the great potential of hydropower in Nepal,
including 7,200 MW potential in
Dolakha district itself.
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L

axmi P. Devkota’s presentation on “Budhigandaki Storage Hydro-electric Project:
Can it be the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam of NEPAL?” was divided into three
parts: introduction of Budhigandaki Hydro-electric Project (BGHEP); Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD) and comparisons with Nepal; and Contributions BGHEP
would have in the future.
Mr. Devkota’s presentation began by outlining the overall profile of BGHEP, including
the project location and hydrology of the project. He then highlighted the key features
of the upcoming project including details on the dam and the gross capacity. Explaining that the project had seismic, sedimentation, and flood control dimensions, Mr.
Devkota explained that the total capacity of BGHEP would be 1200 MW. He stated that
the total investment cost would be $2.6 billion, with 46% of the estimate towards the
dam construction, 28% of the cost on power components, and 24% of the costs towards
environmental and social measures.
Mr. Devkota then talked about the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam, which serves as
the model project in Ethiopia. The financial requirement of the project was $ 4.8 billion,
there were several objections raised by low riparian countries, and several international investors rejected financing the project, however, the project began construction
in 2011 through funds mobilized within the country and investments from China.
Compared to Ethiopian context, Nepal is at a similar income, electricity consumption,
and economic level, and therefore GERD’s success, Mr. Devkota mentioned served as a
model for BGHEP to emulate.

Laxmi P. Devkota
Chairman, Budhigandaki Storage
Hydro-electric Project

Mr. Devkota mentioned that the BGHEP would have massive contribution to Nepal, particularly in achieving energy security and food security. He also mentioned that the project would significantly contribute to employment and economic benefits in the country, including the development of tourism industry around the project site. Mr. Devkota
concluded his presentation reiterating the importance of BGHEP and that financing of
the project was not of a concern.
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K

im Joon Hyung’s presentation on “Empowering the Energy, Empowering the
Future: Four Years to PDA: Upper Trishuli 1 HEP” was divided into four parts: introduction to KOSEP; introduction to the project; journey of Upper Trishuli – 1
(UT1); lessons and reflections, and way forward.
Mr. Joon Hyung began his presentation by first providing a brief introduction to Korea South East Power Company. Mr. Hyung explained that the company had already
installed 10,329 MW capacity, and was owned by Korean government. He mentioned
that the company had collected significant expertise and experience in developing
power plants, including in international settings (Pakistan Gulpur Hydropower). KOSEP had then come to Nepal to develop the UT1 project and had selected Trishuli
River. In the second part of his presentation Mr. Joon Hyung explained that the UT1
project was a 216 MW project and would provide 108 MW all year round. Mr. Joon
Hyung also outlined other benefits of the project to Nepal, including development
of roads, technology transfer, local benefits, and financial benefits. Despite tangible
benefits to be provided by the project, he said he was disappointed by a lack of a facilitative environment in Nepal and the burdensome challenges the project faced to
ensure a Project Development Agreement.

Kim Joon Hyung
MD, NWEDC

In the third part of his presentation, Mr. Joon Hyung explained that KOSEP was attracted to invest in Nepal because of the high potential of hydropower, transfer of
technology, and rapidly increasing demand. The application for Generation License
was submitted in December 2011, but the application was cancelled because of lack
of connection agreement, PPA and financial closure. There finally was a signing of the
contract agreement in October 2012 after the cabinet had awarded the project to KOSEP. However, the project got into unprecedented legal battles after a public interest
litigation was filed in the Supreme Court against the decision of the contract agreement. The legal issues were finally resolved in September 2015. The project had been
given 5 years for construction, but slow land acquisition process and the earthquakes
in 2015 halted construction progress. Mr. Joon Hyung explained that the company
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had taken initiatives such as building schools
and health posts to help local communities
impacted by the earthquake, and international donors such as the International Finance
Corporation had supported the initiatives.
The fuel crisis beginning September 2015,
however, Mr. Joon Hyung explained resulted
in delays to the PDA negotiations, and delays
in site repair works.
In the final part of his presentation, Mr. Joon
Hyung explained about the positive impacts
the Energy Emergency Action Plan had on
UT1 and the successful PDA negotiations. The
PDA was finally signed on September 2016,
and had provisions of foreign exchange risk,
payment obligation, and force majeure protection. M. Joon Hyung concluded by outlining political instability and the lengthy process of Government of Nepal to be the major
impediments for foreign investments to enter
Nepal’s hydropower development, and hoped
for a FDI friendly policy.
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Market for 10,000 MW

Session Chair: Hon. Dr. Min Bahadur Shrestha – Vice
Chairman, National Planning Commission

Panelists:
1.

Sanjaya Dhungel – Senior Divisional Engineer, Investment Board
of Nepal

2.

Kulman Ghishing – Managing Director, Nepal Electricity
Authority

3.

Dr. Ramesh Ananda Vaidya – Senior Advisor, International
Centre for Integrated Mountain Development

4.

Prabal Adhikari – PTD, Nepal Electricity Authority

5.

Prof. Dr. Amrit Man Nakarmi

The thematic session on ‘Market for 10,000 MW’ was chaired by Hon. Dr. Min Bahadur Shrestha, Vice Chairman, National Planning Commission. The panelists each
had a presentation on different aspects of what the markets were for 10,000 MW of
electricity in 10 years. Sanjay Dhungel of the Investment Board of Nepal presented
about Demand Forecasts and stated that Nepal’s peak demand would reach 10,092
MW by 2030. Prabal Adhikari however mentioned that the NEA had forecasted
peak demand to reach 5,867.9 MW in FY 2033/34, futher explaining NEA’s PTA and
PPA provisions. Managing Director of NEA, Kul Man Ghising explained about current usage of electricity in Nepal, and charted both demand and supply analysis to
achieving 10,000 MW in generation and consumption. Prof. Dr. Amrit Man Nakrami
presented on the need to substitute other sources of energy with renewable electricity and was very critical of sources who forecast low peak demand of electricity
in the future.
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anjaya Dhungel’s presentation on “National Electricity Demand: Increasing Consumption for Economic Growth” was divided into four parts: guiding principles of demand
projection; forecast tool; targets; and scenarios and sensitivities.

Mr. Dhungel began his presentation by highlighting the guiding principles behind demand
projections. He mentioned that the current electricity consumption per capita in Nepal was
very low with only about 135 kwh consumption per year. Mr. Dhungel stressed that electricity
consumption can become the engine of economic growth and also create a positive feedback
loop as electricity becomes the preferred energy source in both commercial and household
activities. Mr. Dhungel then talked about the Analysis of Energy Demand model that was developed by the International Atomic Energy Agency. The model, Mr. Dhungel mentioned was
useful in evaluating future energy demand based on medium to long term scenarios of socio-economic, technological, and demographic developments. The Investment Board of Nepal had developed forecast for 2030 based on yearly data from 2014. The assumption in the
forecasts included assumptions on demographic trends, which included population growth at
a moderate rate, and growing urbanization.

Sanjaya Dhungel
Senior Divisional Engineer,
Investment Board of Nepal

Mr. Dhungel then talked about targets of increased demand on economic activity, which
entailed interventions in agriculture, industry, transportation, displacement of motor fuel,
and interventions in the household sector. As the economy of Nepal is expected to grow
at a steady rate, the resulting Gross Domestic Product of Nepal, according to Mr. Dhungel
would undergo fundamental changes. He explained that electricity would be increasingly
used in the agriculture sector from 6 percent of usage in 2014 to 14 percent of usage in
2030. In the industrial sector, Mr. Dhungel described that electricity would displace fossil
fuels and motor fuels, increasing the usage rate from 35 percent in 2014 to 54 percent in
2030. Similarly, Mr. Dhungel explained that electricity usage would also significantly increase in the transportation sector and household consumption. Mr. Dhungel then talked
about few scenarios and sensitivities, including transmission losses. He stated that 10,092
MW was the peak demand for the year 2030 according to the forecasts he used. In conclusion, Mr. Dhungel stated that the demand model was based on fairly aggressive assumption of transitioning to an electricity based economy, and that the realization of demand
relied upon policy interventions that promote electricity usage.
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ulman Ghising’s speech on “NEA’s Role for 10,000 MW was divided into three parts:
current situation of electricity demand and supply; how to reach 10,000 MW in 10
years; Markets; and Future of Electricity Sector.

Mr. Ghising’s presentation began by highlighting Nepal’s low per capita electricity use
at 135 kWh per person, which was much lower compared to that of India’s at 1,000 kWh,
and that of China’s at 4,000 kWh. With a future increase of consumption to 1,000 kWh
per capita, Mr. Ghising believed that the domestic market was on its way for 10,000 MW
capacity in consumption. In regards to reaching 10,000 MW in production, Mr. Ghising
pointed to the Power Development Plan 2016, and opined that increase in load factor
would also be important. Mr. Ghising then talked about the current market situation of
electricity sector in Nepal and talked about the need of transformation from the existing single buyer mechanism to multiple buyers-and-sellers mechanism. He also talked
about Crisis Mitigation Plan 2016 and talked about the need of having both reservoir
and peak run of the river projects. Mr. Ghising also opined that pump storage projects
were a necessity, and 100 to 200 MW was immediately needed on this front. He then
talked bout take or pay approach and spill generation.

Kulman Ghising
Managing Director, NEA

Mr. Ghising then explained that project selection was important and that projects totaling 20,000 MW should be initiated to meet the target for 10,000 MW. He alerted that
not many projects can go under construction immediately, and more projects should
be in pipeline. Mr. Ghising highlighted that the role of independent power producers
had been encouraging in the development of hydropower in Nepal. Discussing about
pricing mechanisms, Mr. Ghising opined they were strong signals for the developers
and therefore was important. He also mentioned that Ministry of Energy and NEA were
working for seasonal, peaking, and reservoir pricing. On the topic of transmission lines,
Mr. Ghising stated that progress was being made, but government should initiate more
infrastructure projects. Mr. Ghising concluded his talk, by stressing on the need for long
term planning with a reserve margin of 5 percent and that NEA subsidiary model would
be effective for management.
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D

r. Ramesh Ananda Vaidya’s presentation on “Regional Power Cooperation and Trade:
Lessons for South Asia” was divided into two parts: the role of cross-border power
trade in regional economic integration; and key messages from ICIMOD – Niti Foundation study on Regional Power Cooperation and Trade: Lessons for South Asia (upcoming).
In the first part of his presentation, Dr. Vaidya highlighted that South Asia as a region remained the least integrated and provided comparative data sets vis-à-vis other regions. However, Dr. Vaidya reasoned that in hydropower there can be regional integration, especially
because member countries have either huge supply potential or huge demand. Dr. Vaidya
also explained the notion of complementarity of electricity demand explaining that India
required more energy in the summer months, whereas countries like Nepal required more
energy in the winter months.

Dr. Ramesh Ananda Vaidya
Senior Advisor, International Centre
for Integrated Mountain Development
(ICIMOD)

In the second part of his presentation, Dr. Vaidya highlighted key messages from ICIMOD –
Niti Foundation study on Regional Power Cooperation and Trade: Lessons for South Asia. On
infrastructure-related key messages, Dr. Vaidya mentioned that the report suggested the use
of bilateral electric power trading arrangements to build the foundation for regional ones
in the future, and engagement of external support, when necessary, to finance technical
studies, capacity building, and the development of physical infrastructure. Dr. Vaidya then
outlined the study’s key governance-related key suggestions, including, making provisions
in national legislation for cross-border power trade and open access to transmission grid networks; expediting and harmonizing power sector reforms; developing a regional power pool;
designing a timetable among the agreeing parties with clear objectives, and establishing a
permanent coordination center to manage decision making processes concerning cross-border power trade. Dr. Vaidya concluded his presentation, by offering market-related key suggestion of the study that included: establishing strong cross-border electric power exchange
markets, and promoting a liberal regional goods and services trading regime.
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P

rabal Adhikari’s presentation on “NEA’s Demand Forecast, Strategy for Increasing
Consumption and Power Trade” was divided into three parts: NEA’s demand forecast and implications; Power Purchase Agreements and current status; and Power
Trade Agreement and the future of Bilateral Trading.
In the first part of his presentation, Mr. Adhikari talked about NEA’s demand forecast
and historical correlation between demand forecasts and actual demand. Demand forecast, Mr. Adhikari explained was a dynamic exercise since the relevance and behavior of
parameters taken into consideration may change with time. The NEA had prepared load
forecast upto FY 2033/34 considering the country’s macro-economic indicators and rural electrification expansion programme. The peak demand, according to NEA studies,
Mr. Adhikari mentioned would reach 5,867.9 MW in FY 2033/34. He then showed that
the forecast demands had usually been consistent with the actual demand. On implications of demand forecast, Mr. Adhikari mentioned that demand forecast had cost implications and that low forecast would have cost implication in terms of energy not served,
whereas high forecast would have cost implication in terms of benefits foregone from
competing investments.

Prabal Adhikari
Chief, Power Trade Department,
Nepal Electricity Authority

In the second part of his presentation, Mr. Adhikari described about Power Purchase
Agreements (PPA) and risks associated with it to the NEA. He also talked about the Energy Crisis Mitigation Plan. He further mentioned that take or pay approach in PPA’s implications for the NEA. Moreover, Mr. Adhikari discussed on the status of PPA concluded
projects, dollar denominated PPAs, and status of PPA processing projects. In the third
part of his presentation, Mr. Adhikari talked about power trade, including the power
trade agreement (PTA) with India. He discussed on the major provisions within the PTA
as well as PTA implementation. He explained that the PTA signed with India in 2014 had
ensured non-discriminatory access to cross-border interconnections for all authorized
buyers and traders of each country in the cross-border power trade. In conclusion, Mr.
Adhikari talked about the future of bilateral power trading and stated that there were
avenues to be explored to enhance the prospects of Indo-Nepal trade.
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rof. Dr. Amrit Man Nakarmi’s presentation on “Policy Intervention to Increase Domestic Electricity Demand” was divided into three parts: Current Energy Usage Overview;
Cost of Petroleum Use; and Substitution by Electricity. Dr. Nakarmi began his presentation by offering energy overview of Nepal. He then briefly talked about the fuel mix, data on
Kathmandu households, and linkages between per capita electricity consumption and human development index. Dr. Nakarmi further provided data on energy systems analysis, and
petroleum products imports. Next, Dr. Nakarmi talked about the cost of petroleum usage,
including the use of petroleum products for electricity generation, the price of crude oil, fuel
economics, and data on LPG. In the final section of his presentation, Dr. Nakarmi discussed
about the substitution of traditional sources of energy with electricity and its benefits. Dr.
Nakarmi was very critical of NEA’s demand forecasts, and stated that electricity would be
consumed by the populace if provided by producers and NEA.

Prof. Dr. Amrit Man Nakarmi
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Developing 10,000 MW (Sustainability)

Session Chair: Suman P. Sharma – Secretary, Ministry of Peace
and Reconstruction, Government of Nepal

Panelists:
1.

Keshab Dhoj Adhikari - Joint Secretary, Water and Energy
Commission Secretariat, Government of Nepal

2.

Dr. Raha Hakimdavar – United States Forest Service

3.

Divas B. Basnyat – Nepal Development Research Institute

4.

Bredo Erichsen – Statkraft India

The thematic session on Developing 10,000 MW (sustainability) was chaired by Suman P. Sharma, Secretary at the Ministry of Peace and Reconstruction. The panelists
each had a presentation on different aspects of what measures were to be taken by
projects for the sustainable development of 10,000 MW in 10 years. Keshab Dhoj
Adhikari of Water and Energy Commission Secretariat highlighted the importance
of viewing river basins in an integrated manner. Raha Hakimdavar presented on the
hydropower experience of the United States and key lessons for Nepal. Divas Basnyat showcased how hydro-met data were important, as well as hydropower projects
needed to be more mindful of climate associated risks. Bredo Erichsen discussed
about STATKRAFT’s experience in developing collaborative avenues with other actors
involved in the same river basins.
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eshab Dhoj Adhikari’s presentation on “River Basin Planning: Organizing Sustainable
Development” was divided into three parts: integrated water resources management;
proposed planning and study; and constitutionality and current status.

In the first part of his presentation, Mr. Adhikari mentioned about the importance of integrated water resources management (IWRM) and outlined the objective of which is to plan,
develop, and manage water topography with land and other resources in such a way that
economic, social, and environmental benefits are maximized. He then explained about the
four Dublin IWRM principles, namely, that freshwater is a finite and vulnerable resource; the
development and management of water should be based on a participatory approach that
women play a central part; and water has an economic value in all its competing uses and
should be recognized as an economic good.

Keshab Dhoj Adhikari
Joint Secretary,
Water and Energy
Commission Secretariat, Government of Nepal

In the second part of his presentation, Mr. Adhikari talked about the National Water Policy
2017 and Water Resources Act being drafted. He further mentioned that planning and study
area all 10 river basins except Bagmati was being planned and that river basin offices were
being planned. Finally, in the final part of his presentation, Mr. Adhikari stated that Nepal’s
new constitution was consistent with the proposed Water Resources policy provisions and
mentioned several points on topics as diverse as licensing, national transmission grid, and
allocation priority of water. In concluding remarks, Mr. Adhikari explained that institutional
reforms will establish NERC, Nepal Water Resources Regulation Commission, and Ministry
of Water & Power, among others, whereas the current Electricity Act and the NEA would
become antiquated.
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D

r. Raha Hakimdavar’s presentation on “Sustainable Hydropower Development
and Lessons Learned from the United States” was divided into five parts: US Historical Perspective; US Present State; Sustainable Hydropower; US Future Vision;
and Nepal’s Vision for the Future.
Dr. Hakimdavar began her presentation by showcasing different graphs that detailed
the historical figures for annual hydropower capacity additions in the US, and the net
generation of hydropower in the US. A lot of the increase had come in between 1950
to 1980. Currently, Dr. Hakimdavar stated that hydropower comprised of 48 percent of
total renewable generation in the US. She further explained that the challenges hydropower sector in the US were facing were mainly: socio-economic challenges; challenge
of time; and large scale de-commissioning of dams. Dr. Hakimdavar also explained various federal laws governing hydropower in the US, including Federal Power Act (1935),
and Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (1968).

Dr. Raha Hakimdavar
United States Forest Service

Dr. Hakimdavar then talked about Sustainable hydropower projects, and explained that
projects which are sited, designed, constructed and operated to balance social, environmental and economic objectives at multiple geographic scales (site, basin, regional,
and national) were sustainable. She talked about fishways as an example to existing
hydropower facility. As a lesson learnt, Dr. Hakimdavar mentioned that more than $500
million had been spent on restoring access to migratory fish and stressed on evaluation of hydropower location and design in the greater context of other infrastructure.
Opining on the future of hydropower in the US, Dr. Hakimdavar believed that the era
of large-scale federal dam building in the US had passed, and the focus was on new
technologies and modernization and optimization of existing facilities. In conclusion,
Dr. Hakimdavar drew parallels to Nepal, and warned that climate change and variability
as a major issue and a risk multiplier. She further mentioned that Nepal’s future growth
would require integrated approach as the water demands and challenges become increasingly complex.
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D

ivas Basnyat’s presentation on “Climate Change in Hydropower: Using Hydro Met
Data” was divided into three parts: importance of hydro met data in the current context; hydropower sector’s challenge in climate variability; and key message.

Mr. Basnyat began his presentation by explaining how the current climate and hydrological regime in Nepal look like. He cited lack of reliable and long term hydro-met data a key
limitation to understanding current risks and future changes. Moreover, there were higher
seasonal and inter-annual variations in rain-fed rivers. Mentioning that there is high climate
uncertainty in the future climate projections, Mr. Basnyat mentioned of models that project
uncertain winter precipitation and warmer future. Similarly, he stated that higher extreme
precipitation meant higher flood and related sediment load.

Divas Basnyat
Nepal Development Research Institute

Mr. Basnyat then explained the top-down approach and bottom-up approaches to climate
risk assessment. Whereas the top-down approach used projections based on General Circulation Models, the Bottom up approach was being used. The bottom up approach begins
with identifying vulnerable domain; the identifying different scenarios; and finally identifying risks as per the probability of the scenario. According to Mr. Basnyat, the current climate
variability is a major challenge for Nepal’s hydropower system because of lack of reliable
hydro-met data which hinders understanding of current risks and mapping future challenges. Similarly, Mr. Basnyat believes that run-of-river projects which are a majority in Nepal
are more affected than storage projects by climate change. He concluded his presentation
stating that the greatest impact will be from increased climate hazards, and stressed on the
need to manage climate risks or impacts.
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redo Erichsen’s presentation on “Cascade Management for Operation Optimization” was divided into two parts: challenges faced in a river and avenues for
collaboration; and clarifications for optimal use of water.

Mr. Erichsen began his presentation by first outlining Statkraft’s company profile
and how the organization had gained experience worldwide with an extended
global presence installing a total of 18,650 MW to date. He then highlighted the
challenges projects can face in a river. The challenges included, among others, how
there are different hydro power owners in the same river, how different installed
capacity in the river; and the need to comprehend other water users (irrigation, recreation, domestic use, and environment). Mr. Erichsen then mentioned that there
is precondition for collaboration for different actors involved in the same river, and
speaking from experience in Norway and Sweden, he expressed that big producers
wanted to be in charge and therefore must be forced by law. Mr. Erichsen outlined
production optimization, sediment handling, environmental issues, corporate social responsibility issues, stakeholder management, and emergency response plans
as areas for collaboration.

Bredo Erichsen
Statkraft India

In the second part of his presentation, Mr. Erichsen explained about the optimal use
of water, which he explained through a framework that described optimal usage to
be maximizing of production, income or water use for all users. The organizations
responsible could have either one dispatch center or separate centers. He stated
that the governance and organizational details should be clarified for optimal collaboration.
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Financing 10,000 MW with Domestic
Capital
Session Chair: Hon. Dr. Chiranjibi Nepal – Governor, Nepal
Rastra Bank

Panelists:
1.

Anil K Shah – President, Nepal Bankers Association

2.

Deepak Rauniyar – CEO, Employees Provident Fund

3.

Kiran Vergis – Deloitte/Nepal Hydropower Development Project

4.

Niraj Giri – Executive Director, Securities and Exchange Board of
Nepal
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The thematic session on Financing for 10,000 MW (Domestic) was chaired by Hon. Dr.
Chiranjibi Nepal, Governor, Nepal Rastra Bank. The panelists each had a presentation
on different aspects of what domestic financing mechanisms Nepal had that could
help achieve the goal of generating 10,000 MW in 10 years. Anil K. Shah discussed
about the capacity and constraints of domestic Banking and Financial Institutions
(BFIs) in Nepal and what were the preferable projects BFIs were looking to invest on.
Deepak Rauniyar explained the role of institutional investors such as the Employees
Provident Fund in the development of hydropower and laid down strategies to mobilize domestic financing. Kiran Vergis talked about benefit sharing and the issue of
local shares as a benefit sharing mechanism in Nepal. Niraj Giri then spoke about the
issues and opportunities behind many hydropower companies going public through
Initial Public Offering in recent times.
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nil K. Shah’s presentation on “Nepalese Banks for Hydropower: The Capacity and
Caution” was divided into three parts: Capacity and Constraints in Financing; Preferable Projects; and Recommendations.

After providing an overview of the South Asian Power Sector where Nepal was among
the laggards in the region, and an overview of the Nepalese Financial sector with a total
investment in hydropower at Rs. 45 arba, Mr. Shah discussed on the capacity of the Nepali domestic finance institutions and the constraints it faced. He mentioned that a core
capital consists of paid up capital, reserves and surplus funds and that 50 per cent of a
particular financial institution could be invested in a single project. In the long term, Mr.
Shah stated that the investment capacity of the financial sector was highly dependent on
the availability of funds, and that the financial sector had made a sizeable leap towards
investment in the prioritized hydropower sector. In regards to constraints in financing,
Mr. Shah highlighted the funding mismatch because hydropower projects are generally
highly capital intensive and have longer gestation and repayment periods. Similarly, he
talked about lengthy decision making proves resulting from the involvement of various
government agencies and several regulatory compliances for banking and financial (BFI)
institutions to be binding constraints.

Anik K. Shah
President,
Nepal Bankers Association

Mr. Shah then talked about the risk leading to the constraints, which included, among
others, commercial risks, financial risks, political risks, and technical risks. Mr. Shah explained that preferable projects have to mitigate such risks and offered analysis into what
such preferable projects entailed. Technically the projects that had high head, lower cost,
short construction and repayment periods were preferable. Similarly, projects that had
experienced promoters who had confirmed source of equity injection, and were capable
to finance any cost overrun without conflict of interests with other suppliers were desired.
Mr. Shah mentioned the preference of a project having debt to equity ratio at 70 to 30, a
pay back period of 10 to 15 years, minimal social and environmental costs, and projects
that involved the participation of local people were preferable.
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Hydropower and
Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR)
Professor Amitai Etzioni, Ph.D. at University of California Berkley is credited for coining CSR in
the business world after his famous book Public Intellectuals: A Study of Decline. Prof. Etzioni
has written 24 world famous books on Sociology and served as the President of the American
Sociological Association. Named top 100 American Intellectuals Prof. Etzioni was also senior
adviser to White House (1979-1980) during Jimmy Carter Administration.

In conclusion, Mr. Shah mentioned that due to volatility BFIs
could not lock interest rates, and BFIs were only into lending.
He hoped the unbundling of NEA would enhance efficiency in
generation, transmission and distribution, and open up spaces
for private sector participation. Furthermore, Mr. Shah hoped
for supportive institutional and legal frameworks to attract
private investment in hydropower that would convert the nation’s hydropower potential into projects.

Etzioni and others argue that manager’s responsibility goes beyond making profits to include
protecting and enhancing society’s welfare. The fundamental arguments for carrying CSR put
forth by them is:
ÂÂ

Business is the creation of society and hence should respond to the demands of the society.

ÂÂ

Business creates problems and hence should help solve them.

ÂÂ

The long-term interests of business are best served when business assumes social
responsibility.

ÂÂ

Business can quickly respond to changing stakeholders’ demands.
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eepak Rauniyar’s presentation on “Financing Projects with Domestic Capital” was
divided into four parts: Introduction to Institutional Investors (EPF and HIDCL);
Update on what is happening; typical financial agreement; and Domestic Sources
and Strategy.
Mr. Rauniyar’s presentation began by providing an overview of Employees Provident
Fund (EPF) and Hydroelectricity Investment and Development Company Limited (HIDCL),
where he was formerly the CEO. The EPF is an investor at several hydropower projects
including Chilime, Upper Tamakoshi, Rasuwagadhi, Middle Bhotekoshi, and Super Dordi
projects, among others. Similarly, HIDCL had also invested in Solu Khola, Lowe Solu, Mristi,
and Kabeli A projects, among others. He mentioned that the size of the EPF fund was Rs.
225 Billion and was growing at 17 percent per annum. Next, Mr. Rauniyar briefly talked
about what was happening, including the development of mid-sized projects, and IPPs
attempting innovation. He also explained that the general public was increasingly becoming a source of equity into projects.

Deepak Rauniyar
CEO,
Employees Provident Fund

Mr. Rauniyar then talked about what a typical financing arrangement entailed. The usual
capital structure was in the 70/30 format; the interest rates were floating and reviewed
every six months; the tenure of payment was 10 to 15 years; the exchange/interest rate
risks were born by the developer; collateral was used for protection to lenders; and cost
overruns were to be borne by additional equity. Mr. Rauniyar claimed that these arrangements were different from international financing, which also required provisions for
country risks; offtaker risks; and demand on the reform agenda. Opining that the stage
had been set for providing financing for generation of 10,000 MW in 10 years, Mr. Rauniyar, explained several sources of domestic financing, including Government of Nepal,
BFIs, Institutional Investors, General Public, Remittances, among others. He also outlined
the strategy of issuance of bonds, tax free guarantees and provisioning from the national
budget to mobilize Rs. 60 billion per annum for developing hydropower projects.
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iran Vergis’s presentation on “Local Shares: Balancing Shareholder Awareness” was divided into four parts: why benefit sharing; Nepal’s model and challenges; international
models; and way forward.

Mr. Vergis discussed about the notion of benefit sharing and explained the rationale of the
provision, and highlighted benefits and human costs of hydropower projects. Benefits of
projects included: providing services, productivity improvement, economic growth, job
creation and government revenue. He also explained the negative impact of projects resulting in loss of shelter, loss of livelihood, and loss of assets. The rationale for benefit sharing was to restore affected communities to previous or better standard of living through
direct compensation, local area development, skills training & provision of jobs, earmarking
government revenues for affected, and participation of the affected people in the project.
Mr. Vergis explained Nepal had similar benefit sharing provisions including compensation,
infrastructure development, jobs & training, royalty and equity. He also discussed on the
challenges including the need to view hydropower development from the perspective of
developers and affected communities.

Kiran Vergis
Deloitte/Nepal Hydropower Development Project

Mr. Vergis then discussed on the provision of local shares and showcased the results of stock
performances of several hydropower companies compared from the Initial Public Offering
date. Api Power Company had the best performance among the projects in his sample.
Mr. Vergis then talked about the allocation of local shares in several projects. He explained
Chilime Hydro offered 10 percent to local affected district, whereas Bhotekoshi had offered
6 percent market shares to locals. Internationally Mr. Vergis showcased examples of Canada and Norway, with a particular focus on the case study of Columbia Power Corporation
in Canada. In Norway, Mr. Vergis mentioned that benefits were provided to municipality
revenue. While discussing on the way forward, Mr. Vergis stated that developer concerns,
concerns of affected population, and government objectives had to be synchronized, and
practices across projects had to standardized.
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iraj Giri’s presentation on “Going Public on Hydropower: Issues and Opportunities” was divided into three parts: Current Scenario; Legal Provisions; and Issues
and Opportunities.

Mr. Giri first provided the current scenario of public issuance of hydropower. He explained that the amount of public issue was at Rs. 11.55 billion from 2004 to November
2016. Moreover, there were 6 hydropower companies in the Initial Public Offering pipeline. In the last 3 years, Mr. Giri observed, there was an increasing trend in issuing shares
of hydro companies to the public, and SEBON’s amendment to Securities Registration
and Issue Regulation (2064) had provided the provision for public’s increased participation in equity holding. Moreover, Mr. Giri explained that the registration and issuance of
securities was currently being guided by Securities Registration and Issue Regulations
2073, which allows securities to be registered with SEBON before issuance of securities.

Niraj Giri
Executive Director, Securities
and Exchange Board of Nepal

In the second part of his presentation, Mr. Giri discussed about the details of provisions related to issue of securities. Features of the provisions included, the corporate
body was required to issue at least 10 percent and not more than 49 percent of issued
capital, have purchased or managed the land required for the corporate body and
initiated construction work of factory building, completed audit and annual general
meeting, should have concluded financial closure for the construction of the project,
among others. In the final part of his presentation, Mr. Giri highlighted the issues and
opportunities. On issues, Mr. Giri cited lack of corporate governance, weak compliance
to reporting requirements, lack of effective and independent regulatory body of hydropower sector in Nepal, confusion among investors about ownership of transfer to the
government, investment centered on capital gain rather than company returns, and
the three year lock in period from the date of allotment of shares of the locals. Despite
the challenges, Mr. Giri also discussed about the opportunities at hand of the public
issuance of hydropower project, including, among others, the declaration of National Energy Crisis Reduction and Electricity Development Decade; mandate on Banks to
invest 12 percent of its total loan and advances to hydropower and agriculture sector;
increasing private sector investment; high liquidity in the market; and the encouraging
public participation in hydropower IPOs.
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Session Chair: Bishal Thapa – Managing Director,
Saral Urja Nepal

Financing 10,000 MW with International Capital

Panelists:
1.

Tim Gocher – CEO, Dolma Fund

2.

Stephane Barbeau – International Finance Croporation

3.

Ashish Garg – Executive Committee Member, IPPAN

4.

Rajib Mishra – Upper Karnali HEP

The thematic session on Financing for 10,000 MW (International) was chaired by Bishal Thapa, Managing Director, Saral Urja Fund. The panelists each had a presentation on different aspects of how institutions such as the ones they were representing could catalyze foreign investments required for Nepal to achieve the goal of generating 10,000 MW in 10 years. Tim Gocher of Dolma Captail talked about the measures
needed for Nepal to attract larger funds including institutional investors. Stephane Barbeau introduced the workings of International Finance
Corporation and its undertaking in Nepal. Ashish Garg then presented about the financing challenges for foreign direct investment in Nepal
and the changes required. Finally Rajib Mishra’s presentation was on GMR’s experience with the Upper Karnali project and key takeaways.
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im Gocher’s presentation on “Equity Fund: What They Need for Proceeding Faster?”
covered his own experiences of starting Nepal’s first private equity fund and the
challenges he has faced thus far in operationalizing the firm, amidst several hurdles. First, Mr. Gocher referring to the goal set by the Power Summit to increase generating capacity to 10,000 MW in 10 years, mentioned that around $25 billion to $ 30 billion
would be required to finance such an undertaking. He stated that if half of the generating
capacity at 5,000 MW were to be financed by Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), then that
would require the inflows of about $1.5 billion a year for 10 years in the hydropower sector. Currently, Mr. Gocher said that Nepal only pulls in about $0.5 billion a year from all the
sector combined. Also, he mentioned that the inflowing FDI was the lowest in the region
at $2 per person.

Tim Gocher
CEO, Dolma Fund

Further delving into what was needed for equity funds to proceed faster, which in turn
would attract more FDI to Nepal, Mr. Gocher mentioned that the largest funds, including
institutional investors such as pension and insurance funds, that can fund hydropower in
Nepal all required USD denominated Power Purchase Agreement. He also mentioned that
innovative ways to minimize risks were being looked at. Moreover, for the Nepali context,
Mr. Gocher mentioned that two reforms were required to attract more FDI: a follow up to
the FDI ACT more in the tunes of what it is like in India; and legislation related to the Stock
Exchange. Mr. Gocher also mentioned that aid was not crowding out investments, and
rather was directed towards first steps of reforms.
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tephane Barbeau’s presentation on “Raising Capital for Projects” was divided into three
parts: Introduction to International Finance Corporation (IFC); IFC in Power and Infraventures; and IFC in Nepal.

Mr. Barbeau began his presentation began by offering a brief introduction to IFC. As a member
of the World Bank Group, IFC provides investment, advice and resource mobilization, and is
present in 100 countries. What set IFC apart from other sister organizations within the World
Bank Group is IFC’s positioning as the largest global development institution focused exclusively on the private sector in developing countries. In FY 2016 alone, IFC had invested US$ 2
billion in power. IFC’ positioning was further strengthened by its appetite as manifested by
ability to participate in patient equity to long term debt, its sector expertise, country risk mitigation and advisory services.

Stephane Barbeau
International Finance
Corporation

The organization also paid special importance to environment and social risk management,
and Mr. Barbeau stressed that hydropower is controversial for perceived environmental damages. However, Hydros at IFC still commanded US$ 3.5 in commitments since FY05. Through
the InfraVentures platforms, IFC has been involved as project co-developer to several power
plants throughout the developing world. Mr. Barbeau mentioned that the IFC InfraVentures
was a global infrastructure project development fund with $150 million fund and a five-year
fund life. Mr. Barbeau also talked about the IFC Energy and Resources Efficiency Program that
had the objective to foster emergence of sustainable and bankable private sector hydropower
projects in Nepal. Mr. Barbeau further mentioned that Nepal receives one of the largest funds
in Nepal at around $2 billion. The IFC has invested in Upper Trishuli 1, Kabeli A, and Blue Energy
hydropower projects. Mr. Barbeau mentioned that he saw bankability requirement, take-orpay basis, and the need for PDA as key challenges in Nepal.
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ÂÂ

No FDI in Nepal at the moment

ÂÂ

Too many problems with regulations and policy in hydro sector

Ashish Garg’s presentation on “FDI Projects: Challenges of Financing FDI Projects” was divided into three parts: Foreign Direct Investment in the Power Sector; Existing Challenges;
and Changes Required.
Mr. Garg first talked about FDI in power sector and showed lack of sizeable investment,
including a giant FDI gap of 11 years from 2002 to 2013. He further discussed on the
shrinking GDI pie showcasing the small undertakings of the FDI lot on both operational
as well as projects under construction. More progress had been made for FDI approval of
projects that were bigger in size, including: Tamakoshi – 3; Upper Karnali; Arun 3; Upper
Trishui; and West Seti. The second part of Mr. Garg’s presentation highlighted the prevailing challenges, including country risk, currency mismatch, foreign exchange controlled
regime, legal issue, and lengthy processes. On Country Risk, Mr. Garg mentioned Nepal
was not even in investment grade radar, and the negative rating affects letter of credits,
bank guarantees, insurance policy and other guarantees. He stated that the political instability also worsened Nepal’s country risks. Mindful of the situation, mostly development
institutions such as IFC, ADB, and World Bank are investing, and commercial banks and
larger private equity have not entered Nepal. Mr. Garg explained that currency mismatch
was also a serious issue, and investors had to hedge from US dollar to Indian rupee. Also,
the long duration of project development agreements, multiple approvals and lack of
harmonization of various acts, Mr. Garg mentioned were deterrents for FDI. Further issues
included consensus on the Indian export market, safety of investment, BOOT license, project assets, and land assets.

Ashish Garg
Executive Committee Member, IPPAN

Mr. Garg concluded his presentation by outlining the changes required for FDI to get attracted to Nepal. He stated the need of hassle free etry and single window approvals for
entry of investments in Nepal; Project Development Agreement stating clear right over
project assets for safety of investment; reasonable return on investment for a project to
become bankable; and finally the exit of investment through sale of equity, repatriation,
or recovery from assets.
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ajib Mishra’s presentation on “Upper Karnali HEP: Developing a large FDI Project” was
divided into four parts: Introduction to GMR group; Current Status and Development
of Upper Karnali HEP; Challenges and Possible Solutions; and Financing large FDI
projects.
Mr. Mishra first briefly introduced the GMR group, highlighting that the company had international experience in developing energy and infrastructure projects. In Nepal in particular,
the company had won a competitive bidding to the Upper Karnali Hydroelectric Project
(UKHEP) 900 MW project. Delving deeper into the HEP, Mr. Mishra explained the project
layout plan, explained that GMR had completed all require site investigation and design,
and presented the final project layout plan after review of panel of experts. Mr. Mishra also
showcased the financing process for UKHEP, which included the financing from multilateral development banks. The key pending approvals for the project, Mr. Mishra mentioned
were land acquisition (government, forest, and private), and extension of timeline. In summarizing the challenges, Mr. Mishra described the feasibility studies, timely clearances, securing social license, land acquisition, power evacuation, power offtake, and long term debt
financing. He explained importing expertise, Government of Nepal’s support, stakeholder
engagement, group negotiations, assurance from concession agreement, early engagement of buyers, and early engagement with Multilateral Development Banks respectively
as potential solutions.

Rajib Mishra
Upper Karnali Hydroelectricity Project

In the final part of his presentation, Mr. Mishra discussed about what it took to finance a
large FDI project such as the Upper Karnali, outlining the focus areas for Banks as well as the
Developers. He explained that banks require full clarity on regulatory mechanism on power
supply and evacuation, power offtake agreements, and robust legal, regulatory framework,
and banking participation. Similarly, Mr. Mishra mentioned the developers need to engage
and be supported by governments, be mindful of cross border transmission risk, be ready
for delays, and remain visible, among others.
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Hydropower Story 8

One day in the life of
Arun III
Arun III hydro power project located in Arun
river in Sankhuwasabha district was identified
by a JICA reconnaissance study in the Koshi
basin as one of the four attractive projects and
was subsequently studied upto the pre-feasibility level. In 1987, a Least Cost Generation
Expansion Plan (LCGEP) was prepared which
recommended two stage Arun III project. Reconfirmation of this study was done in 1990 and
in response to the concerns about macro-economic affordability, this project was redesigned
in 1992 as a two-stage project of 201 mw each;
which again was reconfirmed as part of the
least cost plan in 1994. Fed by mountain glaciers and aquifers, the most attractive feature
of this project was the firm energy it produced
throughout the year it provided about 85 percent of the firm installed capacity even in the
dry season of December-April, when the need
for load-shedding normally becomes acute in
Nepal. The total estimated cost of the project,
as of 1994, was US $ 1.08 billion, of which about
two third was committed by external agencies,
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entirely in the form of grants and soft loans.
One important component of the project was
the 122-kilometre access road to be completed
at the cost of $ 124 million. The road was important from social and regional development
standpoints and it further made possible the
development of second phase Arun III plus the
Upper and Lower Arun. The combined power
capacity of these projects was an estimated
844 mw, making the overall power generation
among the cheapest in Nepal.
Issue of Arun II was debated hotly both in parliaments, in papers and in street as the Arun
III. Together with twists in environmental and
economic related issues Arun III was dammed
with the political in fight between the UML and
the ruling Nepali congress. Some of the lead
international and national NGOs opposing this
project were International Rivers Network, International Technology Development Group,
the Globe International, Greenpeace, Environment Defense Fund and Friends of the Earth,
Alliance for Energy, INHURED International,
The Arun Concerned Group etc.

Not able to bear these onslaughts, the newly appointed World Bank President James
Wolfensohn on August 3, 1995, cancelled the
project citing three reasons, namely :
1.

concern regarding Nepal’s management
capability to meet the demands and long
list of actions which the project of this size
and complexity would involve;

2.

difficulty in gaining popular support in implementing a number of measures including power tariff and prioritization of public
expenditure and;

3.

Difficulty in mobilizing additional $30-40
million cost overrun as a result of the delay in project implementation.

There are still debate and counter debate when
one talks about Arun; the supporter still blame
the opponents of Arun for “national treachery”
and the opponents cite their victory for saving
the rights of Nepalese. But one fact is undeniable, after the Arun III went in oblivion Nepal
entered in the spiral of load-shedding which

On October 24th, the Arun Concerned Group,
filed the first claim against the World Bank
charging the Bank for violating its policies and
procedures during the preparation of the Arun
III hydroelectric project.

remains until today in more severe scale. Thirteen years after it was put to death, the great
Arun project has resurrected again but alas
it is no more with the Government of Nepal,
thanks to the World Bank and the NGO.
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The plenary session on way forward for 10,000 MW was co-charied by members of
the National Planning Commission: Hon. Dr. Swarnim Wagle and Hon. Dr. Arvind K.
Mishra. Dr. Wagle began by stating that Nepal can brand itself as a hydropower nation. The discussions that followed highlighted bureaucratic hurdles, issue on pricing,
reforms, and institutional overhaul. Dinesh K. Ghimire contrasted the 37 Point Plan
Programme with the 99 Action Plan on National Energy Crisis Alleviation and Electricity Development Decade. Gyanendra Lal Pradhan talked about the prospects of
achieving 10,000 MW. Mr. Subarna Das Shrestha discussed on extensive steps needed to be taken for achieving the stated goal of 10,000 MW. Michael Boyd discussed
on the role of international community in supporting the energy goals.

Plenary Session on Way-forward
for 10,000 MW

Session Co-Chairs:
Hon. Dr. Swarnim Wagle – Member, National
Planning Commission, and Hon. Dr. Arvind
K. Mishra – Member, National Planning
Commission

Panelists:
1.

Dinesh K. Ghimire – Joint Secretary, Ministry of Energy, Government of Nepal

2.

Gyanendra Lal Pradhan – Advisor, IPPAN

3.

Dr. Subarna Das Shrestha – Immediate Past President, IPPAN

4.

Michael L Boyd – Senior Advisor, United States Agency for International Development
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Hon. Dr. Arvind K Mishra
Member, National Planning Commission

Hon. Dr. Swarnim Wagle
Member, National Planning Commission
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r. Swarnim Wagle opened the discussions highlighting that
energy is the means to an end of broad based economic prosperity. He mentioned that the National Planning Commission’s
commitment to developing the energy/hydropower sector has also
been reflected in the upcoming 14th National Plan. Dr. Wagle stated
that the National Plan had taken into account the sustainable development goals as well as Nepal’s vision 2035. Dr. Wagle agreed that the energy industry in Nepal was very important because energy remained
a key driver for economic growth. On achieving the target of 10,000
MW in ten years, Dr. Wagle stated that projects had already been given
licensing and were represented on paper, but the focus now should be
on developing projects and having energy consumed both home and
abroad. Dr. Wagle then talked about hurdles that held back the growth
of the hydropower sector, including conflict and lack of political urgency. He mentioned however his optimism because of positive shifts
happening, including the improvement of the capacity of the private
sector. Mr. Arvind K Mishra contrasted the biase of domestic consumption of electricity to industrial consumption. Towards the end of the
session, Dr. Wagle summarized the power summit in general and this
session in particular.
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Dinesh K. Ghimire
Joint Secretary,
Ministry of Energy,
Government of Nepal

inesh Ghimire’s talk was a response to Dr. Wagle’s question on how
achieving the target of 10,000 MW in 10 years was possible. He stated that the will power of the incumbent government and the 37 point
plan programme introduced by the Ministry of Energy under the leadership
of current Minister Hon. Janardan Sharma was in the right step. Furthermore,
on Dr. Mishra’s question on the frequently changing policies within the Ministry of Energy, Mr. Sharma mentioned that the 37 point plan programme had
reaffirmed the 99 Action Plan on National Energy Crisis Alleviation and Electricity Development Decade endorsed by the cabinet on February 18, 2016.
Mr. Ghimire reassured the private sector mentioning that even if Run of River
projects are over the limit from what is envisaged, the private sector still had
room to operate in the hydropower sector, especially in the Peaking Run of the
River projects.

G

yanendra Lal Pradhan talked about his optimism regarding Nepal’s ability to generate 10,000 MW in the upcoming 10 years if there was no starting date in mind,
being critical of how past goals had not been achieved. However, with a starting
date he described his pessimism regarding the same target. Mr. Pradhan mentioned that
the biggest enemy for hydropower development was nationality in Nepal. He opined that
Nepal did not have more than 50,000 MW of hydropower capacity. He stressed that the
energy costs of other sources were very low, and therefore it was difficult for hydropower
to compete. He opined that subsidies of flood control, and irrigation (water value) would
allow Nepali hydropower to be able to compete with energy prices in India. The prices in
India ranged from INR 2.3 to INR 3.4 per unit usage. Mr. Pradhan also discussed on risks, especially referring to the ‘Take and Pay’ mechanism, and mentioned it was too risky for the
private sector. He also explained that risks front loaded in the Power Purchase Agreement
would guarantee the private sector a good return in the first 10 years, after which there
should be room for renegotiations.

Gyanendra Lal Pradhan
Advisor, IPPAN
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Dr. Subarna Das Shrestha
Immediate Past President, IPPAN

r. Subarna Das Shrestha in his presentation on ‘Immediate Next Steps for 10,000
MW’ divided his talk into three components. First, Dr. Shrestha discussed about
the Power Summit in 2013. Second, he talked about the progress from the
Power Summit in 2013 to 2016. In the third part of his presentation he talked about
how to move forward. Dr. Shrestha stated that in the Power Summit in 2013, four
pillars of hydropower development were outlined: privatization to domestic projects
with domestic capital, FDI capital for domestic projects, FDI capital for export projects,
and marketing and trading, including cross-border transmission line. In the three year
since, Dr. Shrestha stated that Nepal as heading to the right direction with institutional reforms, new policy and Power Trade Agreement signed, but broader consensus
and relationship between actors across borders were required.
In these two days, Mr. Shrestha was happy to hear about progress made in hydropower industry, and mentioned about the combined total of 13,000 MW projects
already in Nepal to warrant optimism that we can achieve 10000 MW. There were further positive signs, including the public, bankers, and institutional investors willing
to invest in hydropower. Moreover, the involvement of international institutions for
investments, including the interest of Millennium Challenge Corporation, International Finance Corporation and Asian Development Bank all pointed to the progress
made. Dr. Shrestha, however, cautioned that the pace required for catalyzing hydropower development needed to be increased. He opined that a change mindset and
robust leadership was required to embark upon new opportunities. Mr. Shreshta
concluded stressing the importance of providing PDA license on time, government
bodies acting on what is stated, inter-ministerial level coordination from different
ministries, and conducting land acquisition according to the law. He hoped for future political and geopolitical consensus.
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I
Michael Boyd
Senior Advisor, United States Agency
for International Aid (USAID)

n response to Dr. Wagle’s question what value do international donors including the USAID add to the momentum of developing hydropower projects as per the targets and what was required, Michael Boyd responded
by mentioning that the government, private sector, donors, civil society organizations, and neighbors needed to be positively and actively engaged. He
mentioned that the donor community was firmly supportive of the goals set
by Nepal; he opined that the focus should now be on activity, mentality, and
implementation to achieve the goal. Mr. Boyd stated that these 2 days of the
power summit had been enormously positive and inspiring, and found the
recent policy continuity within political instability as a positive development.
He mentioned that the goal of achieving 10,000 MW was far too big for petty
interests to meddle the process, and urged policy stability to continue. Mr.
Boyd also asserted that the donor community has been supportive of the
Government of Nepal, including supporting the Government’s formulation
of the 99-action plan.
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